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SHAKESPEARE AND MEDICINE
By R. R. SIMPSON, M.B., Ch.B., F.R.C.S.,

F.R.C.S.E. Pp. vii + 267. Edinburgh: E. & S.
Livingstone Ltd. 1959. 25s.
While much has been written on Medicine, its

practice and practitioners in the i6th and I7th
century, there is little to refer to of the thoughts of
' Old Wives Tales ' of the ordinary people. Shake-
speare (and his colleagues of the time, to whom
reference is made) apart from his other gifts, has
given much information of common habits in his
day. All this information is not always readily
clear on hearing or reading his works and we must
be indebted to Mr. Simpson for gathering the
various references together, tabulating and com-
menting on them in a delightful and most readable
book. This is just the volume to have handy for
the odd few minutes to read a page or two and be
refreshed by the original author and his com-
mentator: re-reading the book does not pall in any
way.

Mr. Simpson is to be congratulated and thanked
on his work.

AN ATLAS OF SURGERY
By F. WILSON HARLOW, M.B., B.S.(Durham),

F.R.C.S.(Eng.). Pp. xiii + 363. London:
William Heinemann Medical Books Ltd. I958.
50s.
This book consists entirely of photographs and

drawings, of which there are almost I,300. Its
object is to provide for the medical and nursing
student a large number of illustrations of surgical
conditions, procedures and appliances for use as a
supplement to the standard text books, and all the
surgical specialities are covered.
The production is excellent, particularly when the

price is taken into consideration. The illustrations
vary in quality, but most are good. There are,
however, an unfortunate number of mistakes. For
instance a diagrammatic representation of abdomi-
nal pain does not show biliary pain radiating to the
back, and Kocher's gall-bladder incision is shown
stopping well short of the mid line; entero-
anastomosis following partial gastrectomy is shown
as though it were a routine procedure, and so much
rectum is removed in operating for Hirschprung's
disease that the patient would probably be in-
continent. Many inaccuracies Qf this type will

have to be corrected before the book can be fully
recommended.

SURGERY OF THE COLON
BY E. S. R. HUGHES, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S.,
F.R.A.C.S. PP. viii + 4I6, with 234 illustra-
tions. Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd.
1959. 63S.
This monograph upon colonic surgery is a worthy

successor to the first by the same author dealing
with the anus and rectum. It is beautifully pro-
duced, profusely illustrated with radiographs,
operation specimens and original line drawings.
The material and views are those of the author

based on a wide experience of colonic surgery,
although he frequently quotes the opinion of others.
The style is crisp and there are several anecdotes
which may or may not appeal to the reader.
The sections dealing with ulcerative colitis and

carcinoma are very well done. The references are
quite adequate.
The young surgeon will find in this volume

guidance and reliable technique based on mature
experience. In addition, reading the book is a
relaxation, not a chore.

THE MAST CELLS
By JAMES F. RILEY, M.B., Ch.B., M.D., Ph.D.,
D.M.R.T., F.R.C.S.E. Pp. x + i8z, illustrated.
Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone Ltd. 1959.
30s.

Anyone interested in knowing current opinion on
the origin and possible function of Mast Cells only
has to read Dr. Riley's masterly survey, not only of
his own important original work, but also of the
historical aspect of the matter. No criticism can
be levelled at the author's presentation, which is
most readable as well as informative, nor yet at the
publisher's customary efficiency.
A thoroughly satisfactory book, in every respect.

THERAPEUTIC EXERCISES
Edited by SIDNEY LICHT, M.D. Pp. xiv + 893,

illustrated. Newhaven, Connecticut: Elizabeth
Licht. 1958. $i6.
This is the third volume in the Physical Medicine

Lib.rary ad follQws the pattern of previous vQhunlen,
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It includes chapters by 36 American, British and
European authors.
The first section consists of articles on the struc-

ture, histology and physiology of muscle, their
studies of the movements of individual joints, of
various types of exercise and finally their application
to special diseases and disabilities.
Most articles give necessarily an outline of their

subject, while a few are complete monographs, but
all are followed by a useful list of references.

BACTERIAL AND MYCOTIC INFECTIONS
OF MAN

Edited by RENE J. DUBOS, Ph.D. 3rd edition.
Pp. xii + 820, with iI6 illustrations. London:
Pitman Medical Publishing Co. Ltd. X 959.
£3 3s.
Although the layout of this new edition remains

practically unchanged, the individual chapters have
been rewritten almost entirely. This extensive
revision gives the reader an up-to-date and com-
prehensive account of medical bacteriology, im-
munology and mycology. The first seven chapters
are concerned with the principles of bacteriology
and immunology and these are followed by a
systematic treatment of bacterial and mycological
pathogens. Each chapter gives a balanced account
of the properties of the bacteria, the diseases which
they produce, their epidemiology, preventive
measures and treatment. Where there have been
important new developments relevant experimental
data are included. The final chapters of the book are
concerned with the principles of sterilization,
chemotherapy and epidemiology.
The contributors to this book are all recognized

experts in the subjects which they describe and it
is of a high standard throughout. It will doubtless
be consulted by pathologists and clinicians con-
cerned with the diagnosis and treatment of infectious
diseases and will be a valuable addition to the
library of both undergraduate and postgraduate
students.

THE OESOPHAGUS, MEDICAL AND
SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

BV E. B. BENEDICT, M.D., F.A.C.S. and G. L.
NARDI, M.D., F.A.C.S. PP. 390, with io8
illustrations and i6 colour plates. London:
J. & A. Churchill Ltd. 1958. 105S.
In recent years considerable advances have been

made in the diagnosis and treatment of oesophageal
disease. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that
some contribution has been made by the improved
technique in radiology and endoscopy.
The efforts of Dr. Benedict and Dr. Nardi to

collate our present knowledge of diseases of the
oesophagus in the form of a monograph, deserve
our attention and respect. By attempting to be
concise, however, there is inevitably some loss of
detail and style but this is compensated by adequate
illustration? some of which is highly coloured.

The authors have sufficient vision to respect the
views of others and find space to mention them.
To add to these divergences, surely the pulsion
diverticulum at the upper end of the oesophagus is
in fact pharyngeal in origin. Surely Dohlman's
operation is worthy of mention here. These are
small criticisms in a useful handbook.

MODERN TREATMENT YEARBOOK, I959
Edited by SIR CECIL WAKELEY, BT., K.B.E., C.B.,
LL.D., M.Ch., D.Sc., F.R.C.S. Pp. xix + 312.
London: Bailliere, Tindall & Cox. I959. 30s.
This work has now reached its 25th year of

publication and the present volume maintains the
high standard of its predecessors. The articles range
over all the different branches of medicine, surgery
and gynaecology, and are written primarily for
general practitioners, but they are sure to be of
value to many others. Although it is, perhaps,
unfair to select any particular sections from such
an interesting variety, those on endocrine crises,
migraine, ' the cough that kills,' painful feet and
carcinoma of the rectum and colon appear to deserve
special mention.

CHILDREN IN PRACTICE
By JOHN PETERSON. PP. 2Z7. Cambridge Uni-

versity Press. 1959. 25S.
Most teachers of medical students now realise

that they should not only teach' hospital medicine,'
but also give the student more than a superficial
acquaintance with the impact of environment on the
health of the individual.

' Social work' and ' almoning ' are not always
popular subjects with the student, not merely be-
cause a knowledge of them is unlikely to help him in
passing his examinations, but also because their
relevance is at variance with the concept that
' laboratory medicine ' and ' science ' will provide
the answers to the patient's illness.
The writer of this book, Warden of University

House, Bethnal Green, not a doctor, records his
attempts to interest medical students in social
questions and he has been given the chance to do so
while the students are studying paediatrics. This
made his task particularly easy.
We know, however, that there are still some

medical schools where this side of the future general
practitioners' work is not taught: students from
such places ought to read this work. Others, too,
will find it useful, as there are details of the social
services available to help children who have
specific handicaps.

A SYSTEM OF ORTHOPAEDICS AND
FRACTURES

By A. GRAHAM APLEY, M.B., B.S., F.R.C.S.
First Edition. Pp. vii, 357 and 20. London;
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